MKA 1919 MATCH

SCATTARGUN
EAA’s new 12-gauge Turkish import treads
on ground familiar to AR-15 enthusiasts.
BY DAVID BAHDE • STRAIGHT 8 PHOTOS

It looks like an AR, handles like an
AR and has controls like an AR,
but the box-magazine-fed MKA 1919
Match packs 12-gauge stopping
power in a soft-shooting package
ready for CQB missions.
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EAA MKA 1919 MATCH
The shotgun sports an
A2-style front sight
and a polymer
handguard similar
to an AR’s, and
the 18.5-inch
barrel comes
with three interchangeable
chokes as well as a tool to
install them securely.

Prior to the introduction of the
Turkish-made MKA 1919, attempts at an
AR-based 12-gauge shotgun were pretty
rare. The USAS-12 was very interesting
and fun to shoot, but it’s a select-fire
weapon. That, coupled with its Korean
point of origin, made it a novelty, even
when attempts were made to import
semi-automatic variants. For military use,
there’s the AA-12 or Atchisson Assault
shotgun, but it’s only available in full-auto,
making it even more rare.
A truly viable AR-style shotgun did not
arrive until the Akdal MKA 1919 hit the
market in 2007. About as close to an AR
as it gets, it has become incredibly popular
among enthusiasts and competitors, with
some law enforcement agencies getting
their hands on it. Imported from Turkey, it
is lightweight and affordable, and now it’s
available in completely modified versions.
Base guns cost $500, with systems like
the Tooth & Nail conversion running closer
to $2,000. The original magazine capacity
was five rounds, with 10-round aftermarket
versions available. It’s all neat stuff, but the
MKA 1919 has been just a bit out of reach
for most looking for a duty shotgun. But,
the MKA 1919 Match, imported by European American Armory (EAA) Corporation,
has done quite a bit to change that.

MATCH GRADE

SPEC BOX

EAA MKA 1919 MATCH
GAUGE: 12; 3-inch chamber
BARREL: 18.5 inches
OA LENGTH: 39.5 inches
WEIGHT: 7.5 pounds (empty)
STOCK: Polymer
SIGHTS: A2 front, carry handle rear
ACTION: Semi-auto
FINISH: Matte black
CAPACITY: 5+1
MSRP: $699

polymer, it is lightweight and handy. Similar
to a full-sized AR-15, it uses a flattop rail, a
detachable carry handle/rear sight and an
A2-style front sight post.
The shotgun’s controls mimic those of
the AR, and the MKA 1919 Match uses an
ambidextrous safety along with enlarged
bolt and magazine releases. Its magazines
are metal, and the action locks open after
the last round. An enlarged charging
handle is paired with the redesigned
bolt. Both the action and
loading block have been
redesigned for increased
reliability.

The MKA 1919 Match is a magazine-fed,
AR-style shotgun designed to use both
2¾- and 3-inch shells. Built largely from
EAA ships the
MKA 1919 Match
with two metal,
five-round
magazines that
can accept either
2¾- or 3-inch
shells. After the
last round is
fired, the bolt
locks back—a
plus for today’s
operators.
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It’s now easier to take the MKA 1919
Match down for cleaning and maintenance,
and two gas rings as well as a floating
metal feed ramp have been installed for
enhanced reliability with different types of
ammunition. EAA ships the shotgun with
two metal, five-round magazines, three
chokes and a tool to install them.

RANGE REPORT

Primarily focused on the MKA 1919
Match’s use as a mostly out-of-the-box
tactical shotgun, the only accessory I
added for testing was a Bushnell Elite
Tactical 1x32mm CQTS red-dot sight,
which has seen use on several weapons
and has held up well over time. It mounts
easily, is pretty light and offers fast target
acquisitions. As I mentioned, the MKA
1919 Match ships with an AR-style carry
handle/rear sight, although it is not nearly
as substantial as a typical A2-style carry
handle. I used it for the first few rounds
on the range, and it works fine, but the
red dot offers a bit more precision. If you
plan on running a miniature reflex sight,
you’ll probably need to add a riser to work
with the front sight. (Also, the front sight
is not a gas block and can be removed
easily if needed. Just loosen two screws
and it’ll slide right off. But, short of adding
an aftermarket handguard, you’ll have no
front sight capability.)
Much of this shotgun is polymer,
making it pretty light. Its official weight is
7.5 pounds unloaded, and it felt similar
to running a 20-inch-barreled AR. It also
utilizes a fixed stock with a 14.5-inch length
of pull, which is a tad long in the tactical
world. It was usable while wearing body
armor, but it took some practice to get the
shotgun quickly into my shoulder pocket.
Those with shorter arms may find the MKA
1919 Match cumbersome. Add plates and
a carrier and it will be a bit more difficult to
maintain a squared stance.
The factory handguard is long, making
it really easy to get a solid handhold. Even
if you hold the handguard close to the
receiver, you’ll still be in control. It was also
easy to stretch my support hand farther
down the forend to effectively control the
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EAA MKA 1919 MATCH

With a Bushnell CQTS
red-dot sight mounted on
the top rail, the MKA 1919
Match ran flawlessly on the
range and produced tight
patterns during testing.

muzzle rise. Moving between targets, the
shotgun was fast, solid and accurate.
The two supplied chokes use the
Winchester thread pattern, so you can add
brakes and such with the same threads.
The shotgun patterned well with the standard choke that came installed, so there
was no need to install the others.

FEEDING THE BEAST

My biggest concern with this shotgun
was its reliability right out of the box. EAA
states that it ran 6,000 rounds through an
MKA 1919 Match without a single failure.
It is also supposed to run lower-recoil
practice loads. From my perspective, with
an MSRP of $699, this is critical. Most

patrol shotguns are pretty Spartan, so all
the goodies are nice but not necessarily
required. It does need to work, though, and
with practice ammunition.
I ran several popular loads through this
shotgun, and they all worked perfectly,
including the most common police practice
load, Federal’s 1,200-fps Top Gun Target
ammo. The MKA 1919 Match functioned
with both low- and high-brass loads, along
with aluminum- and brass-rimmed hulls.
Firing slugs into a 4-inch circle at 25 yards,
the shotgun was plenty accurate. With
tactical buckshot, the MKA 1919 Match
created patterns on par with most every
shotgun these days—inside 6 inches out to
25 yards and one large hole from 15 yards
and in. This shotgun performed as well as
any of the customized shotguns I’ve tested
in the last few years.
The shotgun is pretty comfortable to
shoot from prone, which is something you
can’t say about most tubular-magazinefed shotguns. The MKA 1919 Match’s
ergonomics mimic an AR’s, making it easy
to stay accurate from off-hand, kneeling,
prone and other unsupported positions.
Using an overhand grip, the shotgun
stayed put, even with full-bore slugs and

“

The MKA 1919
Match’s ergonomics
mimic an AR’s, making it
easy to stay accurate from
off-hand, kneeling, prone
and other unsupported
positions.

”

high-power buckshot. I only used 2¾-inch
shells since 3-inch shells are rare in police
circles. While 3-inch magnum buckshot
is the norm in the military, 2¾-inch shells
are preferred in law enforcement. With the
Bushnell CQTS red dot, the MKA 1919
Match was fast on target and light on
recoil. It swings just like an AR and points
similarly, and even its trigger is typical of a
mil-spec model.
The bolt locks back after the last round,
and the bolt release worked every time.
During my testing, this was the biggest
single advantage. Reloading this shotgun
was just like reloading one of my ARs.
The magazines fit in my .308 pouches and
chest rigs, making the transition pretty
simple. The only difference was the need
to run the bolt handle instead of a charging
handle when necessary. Over the course
of the day, the action never failed to go into
battery using the bolt release, so it never
came up as a rule. While I didn’t test the
original MKA 1919, the Match’s enlarged
bolt and magazine releases are the perfect
size; they’re very easy to access without
getting in the way.
The ambidextrous safety was also very
handy. It was crisp and operated just like
my similarly equipped ARs, meaning I
didn’t have to alter years of training. In
short, moving back and forth between the
shotgun and an AR was seamless.
PERFORMANCE

EAA MKA 1919 MATCH
BUCKSHOT
Federal 00 LE127
Federal 00 P156
Hornady 00 TAP Light Magnum

PATTERN
1.55
2.00
1.75

SLUG
Federal Tactical 1-ounce		
Fiocchi 1-ounce		

ACCURACY
4.25
4.00

Buckshot spread in inches at 15 yards.
Slug accuracy in inches for best five-shot
groups at 25 yards.
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EAA MKA 1919 MATCH
The MKA 1919
Match comes with
an AR-style carry
handle/rear sight
that can be removed
for adding sights
and optics to the top
rail. Also note the
shotgun’s enlarged,
right-side-mounted
charging handle.

AR-STYLE BEAST

If you are looking for a duty shotgun
requiring no real change in operation from
your AR, this gun fits the bill about as well
as possible. That’s probably why more
than a few agencies have inquired about
them. Transitioning to the MKA 1919 Match
would be pretty seamless beyond learning to run a right-side-mounted charging
handle when needed.
As I mentioned, the shotgun ran flawlessly and the bolt always held open after
the last round. Even my VEPR would not
do that without alteration, and no similar
semi-automatic shotgun I’ve tested has
worked this well right out of the box. The
MKA 1919 Match is also a soft shooter,
making typical tactical buckshot loads very
controllable and easy on the shoulder.
For serious consideration as a police
shotgun, you’ll need to mount a flashlight.
There are a few inexpensive barrel mounts
that might work with the MKA 1919 Match.

You could also install a railed handguard,
but since it’s an import, you’ll need to make
sure you are still 922r compliant. Several
companies make aftermarket accessories
to accommodate this for the earlier versions. Many are working on them for the
Match. Given time, this won’t be an issue.
Overall, this was an impressive shotgun.
It ran well with the most popular practice
ammunition used by competitors and law
enforcement. Its accuracy with slugs was
excellent.
The MKA 1919 Match is a pretty solid
choice for duty. It is easily as well equipped
for patrol work as most of the other choices
out there, and at about half the cost, so it’s
definitely worth a close look if you are in
the market for a semi-automatic shotgun.
For more information, visit eaacorp.com or
call 321-639-4842.
EDITOR’S NOTE: See the author wringing
out the MKA 1919 on tactical-life.com.

NEXT-GEN EAA MKA 1919 MATCH PRO

EAA’s new MKA 1919 Match Pro has
several enhancements. The aluminum
handguard has a full-length top rail for
attaching a front sight or other accessories. A shorter rail on the bottom can
accommodate a tactical light or laser
sight, preventing them from blocking the view of the sights or optics.
On the sides of the handguard are
eight attachment points for mounting
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more rails if desired. The handguard
has several lightening cuts along its
length that also help dissipate barrel
heat. The sides of the handguard are
diagonally grooved for a more secure
hold. The new features of the MKA 1919
Match Pro make an already versatile
12-gauge shotgun even more useful for
home defense, competition or sporting
use in the field. —William Bell
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